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Abstract

Political scientists are increasingly interested in the geographic distribution of political and economic
phenomena. Unlike distribution measures at the individual level, geographic distributions depend on the
“unit question” in which researchers choose the appropriate political subdivision to analyze, such as nations,
subnational regions, urban and rural areas, or electoral districts. We identify concerns with measuring
geographic distribution and comparing distributions within and across political units. In particular, we
highlight the potential for threats to inference based on the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP), whereby
measuring concepts at different unit aggregations alters the observed value. We offer tangible options
for researchers to improve their research design and data analysis to limit the MAUP. To help manage
the measurement error when the unit of observation is unclear or appropriate data are not available, we
introduce a new measure of geographic distribution that accounts for fluctuations in the scale and number
of political units considered. We demonstrate using Monte Carlo simulations that our measure is more
reliable and stable across political units than commonly used indicators because it reduces measurement
fluctuations associated with the MAUP.
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Until recently, geography has been “a blind spot for political scientists” (Rodden 2010, 322).
Conceptual insights, empirical innovations, and breakthroughs in data collection have all brought
geography into focus in the field. In particular, recent research has reignited interest in the
geographic variation of political phenomena. We focus, in this article, on the empirical concerns of
measuring geographic distribution and offer a novel methodological approach to manage issues
of scale.
In most measures of distribution among individuals in a population, the unit of observation
is uncontroversial or can be standardized using straightforward algebraic transformations. For
example, measures of income inequality address disparities among individuals or households,
with the number of household members included in the calculation. The measurement of
distribution across geography, in contrast, is not so easily specified. Political and economic
endowments such as votes, income, population, and employment are unevenly distributed across
the geography of every nation. The varying number, size, and scope of geographic units available
create inherent ambiguity in how to most accurately capture their geographic distribution.
Studies of the geographic distribution of economic and political phenomena must be centrally
concerned with the unit question of what the appropriate geographic level of aggregation is and
whether existing data match the chosen jurisdiction. Ambiguity about the unit and mismatch in
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the data are characteristic of a large percentage of geography-oriented research (Kwan 2012b).
Without a well-specified unit, scholars measuring geographic distribution must contend with the
modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) in which different aggregations of the same data directly
influence the outcome measure (Openshaw 1984; Fotheringham 1989). In this article, we focus on
the “scale” problem of the MAUP and its application to geographic distribution measures.
Different scale approaches to the same data may result in different observed values and,
therefore, the inferences we may draw from it (Guo and Bhat 2007). For example, when measured
at the county level, Pennsylvania’s highest rate of poverty appears in Philadelphia County. Once
disaggregated to the census tract level, however, Philadelphia County is shown to have both some
of the highest poverty areas in the state and some of the lowest (Hayward and Parent 2009).1 The
distribution of poverty in Pennsylvania differs dramatically depending on the political unit. When
assessing how US states manage poverty within their borders, what is the correct unit to employ
when policy is concurrently made at the state, county, and local levels? The MAUP is a pervasive
concern because assessing political phenomena often requires specifying a political unit.
In the following analysis, we describe the theoretical and empirical challenges of measuring
geographic distributions of politically relevant phenomena. We begin our discussion by
identifying the problems of unit selection and the MAUP in empirical research with geographic
data. Building upon the research of geographers, we offer advice on unit selection and detail the
prominent solutions to the MAUP tailored to the most common scenarios in political data. Our
primary purpose is to help researchers understand how unit selection may affect measurement of
geographic distribution and to offer concrete ways to limit the impact of idiosyncratic empirical
choices.
In the second part of the paper, we illustrate the MAUP in commonly used measures of
geographic distribution. We show fluctuations across nested units in directly comparable data
from the European Union (EU) member countries. We demonstrate considerable volatility in
existing distribution measures through a replication of Stephanie Rickard’s (2012) study. We argue
that when the unit is ambiguous or precisely matched data are unavailable, the consistency of the
chosen indicators becomes critical (Hammersley 1987, p.78). We adopt the approach of Hay et al.
(2001) to offer a scalable indicator to reduce fluctuations across units, using a formula adapted
from Bochsler (2010). We compare the consistency of our scalable measure to existing indicators
through Monte Carlo simulation experiments. Finally, we suggest areas for further research.

2 Considering the Unit Question in Empirical Research
The choice of unit is crucial to empirical research featuring questions of geographic variation.
The most studied political phenomena, including elections, political representation, government
distribution, and economic productivity, are most often structured by geography. Governments
typically deliver resources according to administrative geography (such as transfers to subnational
regions) or according to the geographic specificity of government goods (such as infrastructure).
The central role of geography in politics often necessitates data collection by geographic units
and requires researchers to choose among many options in complex politics. We emphasize, in
this article, that when we seek to compare across geography, the results obtained will depend on
the unit selected. Thus, geographic distribution measures are sensitive to unit selection.
Figure 1 lays out the choices for researchers interested in questions related to variation or
distribution across geographic (sub)units. The choice of political unit is in some cases obvious. For
outcomes in the US House of Representatives, the appropriate unit is the Congressional district.
For the US Senate, the relevant geography is the state. For US presidents, scholars should focus
1 See examples in Wong (2009) and others visually demonstrating how different aggregations of data result in different
evaluations of the same data. Simpson’s paradox is another concern with aggregation of unevenly sized units that may
bear upon the MAUP.
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Figure 1. The Location of Unit Issues within the Process of Empirical Research.

upon state-based aggregations of votes weighted by their representation in the Electoral College.
In any of those cases, the unit is clear, and scholars often have access to data at those “units” of
government. Empirical research of that type is straightforward and does not suffer from problems
related to the MAUP. It follows the downward path on the right side of Figure 1.
Consider, however, if the scholar wanted to examine the relationship between variation
in subnational characteristics, say race, income, population density, or partisanship, on the
ultimate outcomes of the policy process, such as laws passed or budgets allocated in the
United States. For example, a scholar may wonder whether US federal resources are allocated
according to the partisanship of the recipients (Levitt and Snyder 1995). What would then be the
appropriate political unit? With all three constituency units (Congressional districts, states, and
Electoral College weighted states) involved in the decision-making process, how do we match the
distribution of federal resources to the geographic distribution of partisanship? In this situation,
the existing theory cannot confirm the most appropriate unit and we are forced to veer off the
cleanest path on the right of the decision tree in Figure 1 by answering “No” to the question, “Do
you know the unit?”
Ambiguity about the unit and mismatch in the data are characteristic of a large percentage
of geography-oriented research. Typically, scholars select the best “approximate” unit. In the
case of federal allocations on the basis of partisanship, Levitt and Snyder (1995) select House
Congressional districts as the closest unit to the theory. Data on partisanship characteristics
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and allocation of resources to US Congressional districts are available, and so they calculate
coefficients of variation of district level receipts of federal programs, which they predict with
indicators of partisan support. The authors provide reasonable justification of their chosen unit
on theoretical and empirical grounds, but this choice clearly makes assumptions about the policy
process (the House is dominant) and, therefore, the appropriate political unit (the Congressional
district).
Even scholars who are able to isolate the theoretical unit may find that they lack the appropriate
data. This is a challenge for anyone interested in topics requiring more geographic specificity
than the nation state.2 For example, many political phenomena may be affected by voters’
“neighborhood”—an unclear designation, and one for which we likely lack data for nearly all
relevant variables (Fortunato, Swift, and Williams 2016). Using data from the closest available
unit to the neighborhood, the US Census block, is a regular practice throughout the social
sciences. Choosing an approximate unit such as the Census block is often necessary, but it brings
methodological challenges driven by the MAUP. Put simply, the level at which we aggregate data
and the way we determine their aggregation may influence the outcome that we measure. In the
next section, we describe the MAUP with examples from commonly used EU subnational data.

3 Attributes of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem
The MAUP is a serious methodological concern for scholars examining geographic units. The logic
of the MAUP is straightforward—unless individual observations are identically distributed on all
characteristics, if we group the same data differently, those groupings will have different means,
different standard errors, and accordingly, regression analysis will provide different results using
the same underlying individual-level data (Amrhein 1995; Wong 2009).3
Characteristics across geographic units are rarely uniformly or identically distributed. Typically,
factors are clustered in space, such as the number of voters that support a party, household
incomes, and businesses in the same industry.4 Given clustering, how we establish units is even
more important to assess distribution because drawing lines around those clusters, within those
clusters, or through those clusters will give us very different pictures of the cross-unit distribution.
Importantly, we are also fundamentally interested in the reasons for and effects of the uneven
distribution of these characteristics. An assumption of uniform distribution would not only raise
concerns about the MAUP, it would also obscure many important political phenomena.
The MAUP features two central problems—scale and zoning. The scale problem relates to the
choice of how big or small to define the geographic unit. The zoning problem refers to where in
space we chose to draw the boundary lines that separate the units. A politics-relevant example
of the MAUP zoning issue is electoral gerrymandering. Gerrymandering does not change the
underlying distribution of votes, but it may alter the electoral outcome by grouping voters into
favorable political districts. Our paper addresses the zoning subproblem of the MAUP only to
a limited extent because the zoning problem is primarily a theoretical concern. Consider, for
example, that political borders may be endogenous to favorable geography (Beramendi et al.
2018) or ethnicity (Michalopoulos 2012). If the borders are drawn for the purpose of clustering
certain characteristics, we may not be able to assess the true impact of the distribution of that
endogenous characteristic on the outcome of interest. Therefore, the zoning problem of the MAUP
sits outside the scope of this article, which is focused on managing the scale problem of the MAUP.
To illustrate potential problems with the scale and number of units, we use data and examples
from subnational units within EU countries.5 As part of their coordination with the EU, member
2 This includes GIS-created grid cells, which are aggregated to an arbitrary unit.
3 The MAUP can also affect regression results through controls (Soifer and Alvarez 2017).
4 See, for example, research identifying spatial distribution in campaign contributions (Tam Cho and Gimpel 2007) and
ideology (Monogan and Gill 2016).
5 Replication data are available in Rogers and Lee (2019).
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Figure 2. Distribution of Regional GDP across Territorial Boundaries.

countries comply with statistical standards to calculate economic variables at four hierarchical
structural levels: NUTS3 (Parish, Canton, Oblast, City & Regency, County, or Municipality), NUTS2
(Region, State, Province, or Prefecture), NUTS1 (Region, Group of NUTS2), and NUTS0 (Country).
Importantly, we use the NUTS because they are nested subsets of the same data and, thus, are
directly comparable across levels. These data are widely used in EU research.
To provide an overview, Figure 2(a) maps the subnational distribution of per capita economic
productivity in the EU NUTS2 regions in 2013. This map reveals clear variation within and across
the EU countries in subnational economic productivity.
The complexity of the MAUP scale problem is apparent in the comparison of NUTS2 and NUTS3
regions in three countries, shown in Figure 2(b). Recall that NUTS3 is a partition of NUTS2; so
they comprise different aggregations of the same data. In the case of Spain, at the top of the
figure, the subnational distribution appears very similar in the NUTS2 and NUTS3 data. In contrast,
Finland and Denmark show clear evidence of the scale problem. In the case of Finland, the NUTS2
(more aggregated) measure is much smoother and shows lower subnational dispersion than
the smaller unit, NUTS3. This is the most common effect of MAUP, whereby subunit variation is
reduced through aggregation (Caramani 2004). In the case of Denmark, however, the lower level,
NUTS3, is smoother and less distributed. Denmark shows considerable spatial clustering of NUTS3
units by productivity but wide variation across NUTS2 units. Figure 2(b) also reveals the potential
confounding effect of variation in the number of subnational units across countries. The higher
the number of NUTS3 regions in a given NUTS2 region, the more the NUTS3 distribution tends to
converge with that of its encasing units (NUTS2). Spain has a relatively large number of NUTS3
units, while Finland and Denmark have fewer, making their data more lumpy.6
This simple demonstration in EU data reveals the potential for serious instability in empirical
findings in geographically oriented research. In the next section, we describe the best approaches
to manage the MAUP, including by incorporating scale-relevant information into the indicator.
In the sections that follow it, we show how the MAUP affects measurement of geographic
distribution.

6 Online Appendix (OA) Table A1 lists the number of NUTS across 24 European countries.
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4 Choosing the Best Unit and Managing the MAUP
4.1 Choosing the best “approximate” unit
Choosing the best approximate unit is primarily a question of theory but often also depends on the
availability of data. The first approach should be to reassess the theory and consult the associated
literature to find the theoretical unit and thereby avoid approximation. We consider how to do this
using the examples of political neighborhoods and the US budget allocation process.
Research on neighborhoods is common in political behavior and other social sciences.
For example, many studies suggest that political engagement (e.g., voting and volunteering)
is affected by individuals’ interaction with neighbors. Scholars of the United States typically
use the census block to represent a neighborhood. At the same time, most acknowledge the
approximation—that individuals do not see their neighborhood as a census block, that different
phenomena have different neighborhood scales, and that different individuals have different
scales.7 The neighborhood unit is unclear in most research.
Yet there are theoretical and empirical ways to manage the unit ambiguity of a neighborhood.
Scholars can examine literature about what constitutes a neighborhood for the question at
hand. Scholars can treat the unit of the neighborhood as an empirical question, tracking
individual behavior to gain a sense of its scope (Kwan 2012a). If possible, scholars can employ
a neighborhood unit to match the one agreed upon by foundational research and can construct
measures at the appropriate level and weight according to characteristics of the individual.
With individual data, scholars can also test the hypotheses with multiple constructions of the
neighborhood based, for instance, on increasing co-centric circles or network bands of data (Guo
and Bhat 2007).
The selection of an approximate unit is perhaps more intractable in the example of federal
outlays. Levitt and Snyder (1995) use House districts as the approximate unit to represent
the budget allocation process. Nonetheless, we know that certain policies such as federal
housing subsidies are distributed according to geographic criteria (such as states, counties,
or metropolitan areas) that do not align with the Congressional district. Studies testing this
hypothesis at other units of analysis have not been able to confirm a clear partisan allocation
(Hoover and Pecorino 2005). Unlike the neighborhood question, we cannot simply broaden or
contract the scope of the data to approximate the appropriate unit. Across a range of policy
issues, such as policy-making and budget allocation processes characterized by multiple decision
makers with distinct geographic constituencies, we cannot straightforwardly identify the political
geographic unit on theoretical grounds. In such (common) cases, scholars are advised to consider
the four main recommendations to manage the MAUP, which we discuss in the next section.

4.2 Four approaches to the MAUP
When the appropriate unit is unclear or data are not available for the theoretically relevant unit,
geographers advise four primary approaches to manage the MAUP (Openshaw 1984; Dark and
Bram 2007). The first option, and by far the most common, is to ignore it. While not ideal, the
MAUP can more safely be ignored where the units are equivalent (in terms of size and shape) and
the units lack spatial autocorrelation (Arbia and Petrarca 2011). These conditions are almost never
realized in the social sciences, making this option dubious for political researchers.
The second suggestion is to identify the theoretical unit and use the data at that unit. This is
the best option, if possible, because it eliminates the MAUP by rendering alternative unit levels
theoretically irrelevant. What many scholars find, however, is that political data are not available at
their preferred unit of analysis. Politically relevant data are often collected at standardized, stable
administrative units that cannot fully capture the complexity of human systems. Political scientists
7 See Kwan (2012b), “The uncertain geographic context problem”—specifying contextual effects of geography when the
underlying spatial and temporal variation for individuals is unknown.
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have long recognized that different phenomena have different scales, whether by design (such
as electoral constituencies) or decentralized social processes (such as neighborhoods). Greater
efforts by our fields to classify the geographic scale of political phenomena would help scholars
to better identify their theoretical units and collect data at those levels.
The third recommendation is to collect more data to get as close as possible to the individual
level of analysis (Murguía and Villaseñor 2000). Having data at the individual level allows for
transformations of the data into different unit aggregations. With multiple unit levels available,
scholars can test for the extent of the MAUP in their data. Crucially, they can conduct sensitivity
analysis by testing their hypothesis at different units of analysis (Jelinski and Wu 1996; Beramendi
and Rogers 2018).
In some cases, scholars choose an approximate unit that is more aggregated than their
preferred level of analysis to reduce volatility. It may appear obvious that this choice would lead
to ecological fallacy. In many cases of political research, however, the unit is not clearly specified
enough to determine the nature of the data mismatch. The trade-off of this choice is that the
data are smoothed, thus obscuring potentially relevant variation within smaller subunits. The
other alternative is to use a lower level of analysis, which may be highly unrepresentative of the
theoretical unit. Thus, the cost of this choice is (perhaps dramatic) mischaracterization of the
theoretical unit. Both choices are commonly employed despite clear drawbacks, but scholars can
strengthen their work by justifying their choice and acknowledging those drawbacks.
Identifying the unit and collecting more data are important ways to mitigate the MAUP in
political research. Yet, these options are not always available to or feasible for scholars. As
referenced earlier, we do not yet have theoretical tools to understand the unit even in well-studied
processes such as US policy making. The fourth recommendation is one that we pursue in this
article, which is weighting the subunits of the aggregation with relevant theoretical features (such
as population, land area, and economic or political endowments) within the measure (Hay et al.
2001; Bochsler 2010). Our scale and scope-corrected Gini (SSGINI) measure, described in detail
below, reduces the scale problem of the MAUP by explicitly controlling for the features of the unit
that render them difficult to compare directly and bringing them closer to uniform units (Arbia and
Petrarca 2011). This reduces the MAUP by accounting for factors that cause variability in scale and
makes the measure more consistent across units.
Thus, we articulate a path through the middle column of Figure 1. When the researcher faces an
ambiguous unit or imprecise data and does not have a theoretically driven interest in instability
across units, we argue that stability of the measure is preferable to the volatility driven by the unit
choice. A preferred indicator would produce similar outputs irrespective of data measurement at
lower or higher levels of aggregation, reducing the concern that the practical choice of using an
approximate unit influences the conclusions we draw from those results. Therefore, a solution
to the scale problem of the MAUP requires a statistical property that is invariant to the level of
aggregation (King 2013).
However, we must also note the appropriate use and limitations of scalable indicators such
as SSGINI. When the theory suggests that the measure should not be scaled, SSGINI would not
be preferred to existing, unscaled indicators. For instance, it would not make sense to use a
population-scaled distribution indicator to predict US Senate voting outcomes because the states
have uniform representation. Moreover, the MAUP may contain valuable information or itself
become the subject of a theory. As Jelinski and Wu (1996, p. 138) argue, “The MAUP is not really
a ‘problem,’ per se; rather, it may reflect the ‘nature’ of the real systems that are hierarchically
structured . . . it carries critical information we need to understand the structure, function, and
dynamics of the complex systems in real world.” SSGINI will mask these differences by scaling
units with theoretically relevant variables. Therefore, SSGINI is appropriate when scholars seek to
minimize differences across comparison units, not to highlight the differences across those units.
Dong Wook Lee and Melissa Rogers ` Political Analysis
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5 Comparing Measures of Geographic Distribution
In this section, we describe common measures of geographic distribution and compare their
features to our scalable measure, SSGINI. Geographic distribution measures can be employed
to account for variation in income, population, political resources, democracy (Giraudy and
Pribble 2018), or other endowments that are unequal across space. For example, we can measure
the extent of regional convergence in income, uneven party support, divergence in military
capabilities, and population or economic agglomeration within or across nations. Existing
research provides two main geographic distribution concepts: dispersion and concentration. We
describe the most widely used measures of these two concepts below. All mathematical properties
of the measures are shown in Table 1. The most simple, easy to interpret, and commonly used
measure of geographic distribution is the coefficient of variation (COV). Coefficient of variation
is a dispersion measure without analytic weights, which is widely employed in the literature on
regional economic growth and convergence (Barro and Sala-i Martin 1992). Use of COV implies
the direct comparability of the units. This may be appropriate, for example, in the case of US
Congressional districts that are apportioned according to population. COV does not account for
the contextual differences (e.g., the share of the national population) that can be substantially
meaningful. For instance, the voting weight applied to a densely populated region would be
considered equal to that of a sparsely populated region in the COV. This property of COV makes
it particularly vulnerable to measurement fluctuations dependent on the scale and number of
territorial units.
The weighted coefficient of variation (WCOV) is widely used in the regional disparity literature
in economics (Rodríguez-Pose and Ezcurra 2009). By assigning a (typically, population) weight
parameter (p i ), WCOV is robust against single extreme observations (Lessmann 2009). Similarly,
the region-adjusted Gini coefficient (RDGINI) retains meaningful information about the extent
of relative deprivation, not merely spread (Lessmann 2009). In RDGINI, additional weight is
given to a region’s per capita value as it veers farther away from the mean of the inter-regional
distribution. This weighted value makes RDGINI sensitive to changes in the upper or lower tail
of the distribution. The strength of WCOV and RDGINI, therefore, lies in their features controlling
within the formula for important substantive characteristics.
Yet, neither WCOV nor RDGINI fully copes with the scale problem of the MAUP. When analyzing
variation within and across countries, the number and scale of territorial units may make a marked
difference to data inference. Users of WCOV and RDGINI implicitly assume that the variance in the
number of units has no effect on the indicators. This assumption is misleading: it would require
that there is no within-unit variation (Bochsler 2010). Indeed, nations vary considerably in the
number, size, and scale of regional units across the different aggregation levels.8
To construct a dispersion measure that scales across an unequal number of unevenly sized
territorial units across countries, we build upon existing research on the measurement of party
system nationalization, which has similar unit number and scale concerns. We calculate a new unit
SSGINI indicator of regional dispersion based on the formula developed by Bochsler (2010, 163).9
The basic intuition of SSGINI is to weight for the varying sizes of the territorial units by accounting
for their share of the national value of population, productivity, or land held by each unit. It also
controls for the number of territorial units on which the calculation relies. Thus, it accounts for
scope and scale within the calculation. This adjustment to the theoretical properties of the units is
akin to “object-specific upscaling,” which reduces the MAUP by making the units more comparable
(Hay et al. 2001).

8 See OA Table A2 for cross-unit variation across NUTS2 and NUT3 in EU countries.
9 The user-written macro functions in Excel and Stata are available at melissazrogers.com.
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Features and
Sources

Simple dispersion,
Lessmann (2009)
Dispersion adjusted
for the population
sizes of the regions,
Lessmann (2009)
Dispersion sensitive
to deviation from
the mean,
Lessmann (2009)
Dispersion
corrected for the
unequal number of
unevenly sized
territorial units,
authors’ modified
version of Bochsler
(2010)
Concentration
sensitive to
clustered locations,
Spiezia (2002)

Notation for mathematical properties:
i : An index for the geographic unit while n is the number of units.
Y : The GDP of region i .
y : The GDP per capita of region i .
y : The country’s average GDP per capita.
J : Population in region i .
p: The share of the country’s total population in region i .
g : The share of the country’s total GDP by region i .
a: The share of the country’s total geographic area of region i .
a min : The relative area of the smallest region.

SSGINI is constructed similarly to a traditional Gini coefficient.10 If there were a theoretical
country with only two regions that share identical portions of the country’s per capita GDP, SSGINI
would take a value of zero, capturing a perfectly even distribution. The score of SSGINI would
become bigger along with the increasing number of unevenly sized regions. At its extreme, if all
GDPs were held in one region, SSGINI would take a value of 1. It ranges from 0 to 1, in which the
larger the value, the higher the level of dispersion in the regional distribution.
SSGINI also incorporates weights for territorial units according to their different effective
size and number. Size could represent many values, such as land or resource endowments,
but for political questions, we most commonly weight by population—the relative population
P
P
distribution measured in ( in=1 J i )2 divided by in=1 J i2 —along with the standardization (Laakso
10 We adapt Bochsler’s indicator as follows, using the example of GDP: yi is for a region’s GDP and y j is thus the accumulated
proportion of regional GDP. In the equation, the value subtracted from 1 represents the portion of regional inequality, as in
the measure of “party nationalization” developed by Bochsler. This subtraction obtains the residual, equivalent to regional
dispersion.
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and Taagepera 1979; Bochsler 2010). This component is added as an integrated part of the
exponential function of a traditional Gini coefficient and should thus be robust to major
fluctuations in the unequal number of subunits across groups.11 It corrects for and thus
standardizes the convex effects of granularity of territorial data that are associated with the
incremental number of unequal sized territorial units. If variance is calculated among the
characteristics of n unequal parts of a territory, then variance will increase as the number of parts
n, in which the territory is divided, increases. In application, the larger the number of territorial
units, the less within-unit differences in productivity will be factored in by the calculation. Extreme
patterns that are only visible in fine-grained regional-level data are averaged out with larger
numbers of territorial units. Thus, at least in theory, SSGINI should not be sensitive to the size
or number of territorial units involved.
Some distribution questions may be less concerned with dispersion and more interested in
how values are concentrated within territorial units. Concentration measures the shape of the
distribution, while dispersion measures its spread. Importantly, dispersion and concentration are
distinct—countries with the same value of dispersion may have differently shaped distributions,
reflecting different degrees of concentration (Lee and Rogers 2019). If scholars believe that
concentration is an important phenomenon aside from dispersion, they require distinct,
appropriate measurement concepts (Chen and Rodden 2013; Jurado and Leon 2017).
One option, the index of adjusted geographic concentration (AGC), is shown in the last row of
Table 1. AGC captures whether economic productivity (or any other attribute) is disproportionately
held in one or a small number of regions (Spiezia 2002). AGC ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values
reflecting more concentration of the national total in certain regions.12 It incorporates weights for
geographic concentration of population and productivity across all regions within a country.
In the next section, we document the properties of these distribution measures and how they
may be impacted by the MAUP. We demonstrate in descriptive data (Section 6), a replication study
(Section 7), and a Monte Carlo simulation (Section 8) that SSGINI is the most reliable and stable
choice of available measures.

6 MAUP in EU Regional Productivity Data
Measures of geographic distribution are often assumed to be reliable without examining whether
they are, in fact, consistent across different unit scales and stable over time. The problem we
highlight in Figure 3 suggests that the value of the distribution calculated at NUTS2 may be very
different from the value obtained with the same data at NUTS3. Yet, if the difference lies only in the
size of the measured value (consistency) and not in the patterns in the data (stability), the impact
may be understated in statistical analysis. This difference will only affect the magnitude of the
effect, not the statistical significance.
If we find, however, that the measures vary in how they capture patterns in the data, they
would also impact the direction and significance of the effect. Both Type I and Type II errors are
possible, especially if particular measures or unit levels are chosen because they have a data
pattern preferred by the researcher.
One way to see whether the data patterns are stable across NUTS2 and NUTS3 is to plot them
in comparison over time. If the data are consistently trending with each other at the NUTS2 and
NUTS3 values, we can be more assured that the choice of the unit will not affect regression
analysis. If the patterns become more divergent or convergent, however, we can assume that the
choice of the indicator or unit level will affect significance (and magnitude of the effect).

11 Thus, information about the size of the unit is required to calculate SSGINI. This may limit its application where the size of
the unit cannot be assessed.
12 AGC is similar to entropy measures such as the Theil index, discussed below.
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Figure 3. Case Comparison: Denmark and Germany (FRG and DEU).

Figure 3 compares the cross-unit difference in the measurement of inter-regional distribution
in productivity for Germany (FRG prior to 1991, DEU after 1991) and Denmark over 30 years (1980–
2010).13 Using the same data, we calculate COV, WCOV, RDGINI, SSGINI, and AGC. Conceptually, the
geographic distribution trend among NUTS2 regions should be directly comparable with that of
NUTS3 regions because they are partitions. So long as these values are calculated using the same
measure of geographic distribution, their values and trends should be similar. A reliable measure
would minimize scale differences in the values and show parallel trends.
Among several instruments used to measure the geographic distribution of economic
productivity, patterns in the COV and WCOV measures are meaningfully affected by the choice
of the subnational unit. These measures suffer from a great deal of inconsistency (for Denmark
and Germany) and instability (for Denmark). Consistency diminishes when the number of regions
differs greatly between NUTS2 and NUTS3 (as in the case of Germany).14 Even with a small
difference in the number of units, as seen in Denmark, we see very different patterns in the
data over time. The NUTS2 and NUTS3 values converge in the observed period, indicating that
the patterns in the data vary over time. This would have a substantial effect on regression
estimates. On the other hand, RDGINI, AGC, and SSGINI reduce this cross-unit difference problem
considerably. However, RDGINI is still less consistent in both country measures (indicated by the
values’ distance on the y-axis). AGC shows considerable inconsistency in its measure for Germany,
suggesting that it is sensitive to difference in the number of units across cases. SSGINI is clearly
the most consistent in values and also shows more stability in measurement over time. Thus, we
should expect more consistent output in regression estimates with SSGINI.

7 The MAUP in a Replication Study
Much of the concern with the MAUP is focused on Type I errors (false positives), but the MAUP
is equally likely to invoke Type II errors (false negatives), leading us to dismiss valid theories.
To demonstrate the properties of the common geographic distribution measures and how
13 These countries are selected to provide the variation in the number of regions at NUTS2 and NUTS3. See Column 4 of OA
Table A1 for details. The total number of NUTS2 regions in Germany (DEU) is nearly 19 times larger than that in the countries
with the fewest regions, such as Ireland and Slovenia. The unit differences across Germany’s NUTS2 and NUTS3 is also very
large (358).
14 We also chose Germany because of the break in geographic distribution at Reunification in 1991.
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results may be influenced by the choice of geographic unit, we replicate results from a recently
published article focused on economic geography. The intuition of this exercise is that if the
MAUP is negligible in the distribution measures, the replication should yield consistent results,
independent of geographic unit choices. Alternatively, if the MAUP is relevant, once we change the
geographic unit within the measures, the results may differ in direction or significance without a
clear theoretical justification. Replication also offers a chance to examine how the distribution
measures perform in comparison to each other in an established theoretical framework. The
results show that failure to consider the MAUP may lead us to dismiss theories with strong
justification and results simply because of our choice of indicator.
To demonstrate the impact of the unit choice in an existing study, we replicate Stephanie
Rickard’s (2012) “Electoral Systems, Voters’ Interests, and Geographic Dispersion” in the
British Journal of Political Science. We chose Rickard’s study because the theoretical focus
is on geographic distribution of manufacturing employment, it draws from NUTS data, and
it offers a clear and compelling theoretical framework through which we can examine the
performance of geographic distribution measures. Rickard argues that whether governments
with proportional representation electoral systems (PR) or plurality electoral rules (non-PR)
allocate more manufacturing subsidies depends on whether economic interests are dispersed or
concentrated across the geography of the nation. Specifically, governments with PR are expected
to deliver more subsidies when economic interests are more broadly dispersed because their
constituencies are broader. When manufacturing employment is geographically concentrated,
governments with plurality electoral rules are expected to give more subsidies in response to
district-specific constituency interests.
We designed the replication to examine the difference across the unit levels (NUTS2 and NUTS3)
and across the distribution measures. For the closest replication, we use the concentration index
of manufacturing employment used by Rickard (the Theil entropy measure), with samples drawn
from NUTS2 and NUTS3 regions.15 We also test the concentration measure AGC at NUTS2 and
NUTS3. Additionally, we examine the reciprocal phenomenon within Rickard’s theory, geographic
dispersion, using COV, WCOV, RDGINI, and SSGINI.
The relevant theoretical unit of the study is the political constituency level. For this, Rickard
employs data at a combination of the NUTS2 and NUTS3 levels from Brülhart and Traeger (2005).
As is common in studies of political and economic geography, the theoretical unit is not obviously
knowable in all of Rickard’s sample cases, and data are not made available for all countries at
constituency-level units. NUTS2 and NUTS3, in some cases, match the constituency level of (at
least one of the) decision-making bodies in the countries in the sample, but in certain cases (such
as the Netherlands), they do not. In other cases, they match one decision-making body (such as
an upper house) but not the lower house. With firm-level data, it may be possible to construct the
ideal data, but the theoretical unit would remain elusive. Thus, a perfect match of the data to the
theoretical unit in this study is neither available nor can it be conceptually identified in all of the
country cases. We stress that these challenges are pervasive in research on political geography
and should be met with the best approaches available to identify the unit and manage the MAUP.
A few points should be noted in evaluating our replication. First, we cannot fully recreate
Rickard’s sample due to missing data prior to 1980 (her study starts in 1975). Rickard employed
Brülhart and Traeger’s (2005) calculation of the Theil entropy index that used data from Cambridge
Econometrics. We also use Cambridge Econometrics sectoral employment data, but they no
longer make data prior to 1980 available. Nonetheless, we do not have obvious reasons to expect
that the pre-1980 data should alter the results of the study, apart from sample size. Second,
we employ dispersion and concentration measures to the study with some theoretical caution.
15 We focus on AGC in this article as the measure more commonly used in political geography.
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Figure 4. Marginal Effect of Geographic Distribution on Subsidy Budget Shares.

AGC closely approximates Rickard’s Theil index and, thus, may be seen as a reliable substitute.
COV, WCOV, RDGINI, and SSGINI are theoretically relevant because they capture dispersion in
employment. According to the theory, dispersion should be associated with more spending under
PR and lower spending under plurality systems. However, concentration and dispersion are not
necessarily opposite properties (Lee and Rogers 2019). A country may simultaneously have highly
dispersed manufacturing, yet high concentration in particular regions (Germany is such a case).
Figure 4 summarizes the results of the replication. We report the marginal effects of
employment concentration and dispersion under PR and plurality systems on government
subsidy budget shares.16 Full results are shown in OA Table A3. The figure is organized, from left
to right, to show the concentration measures first: the Theil index as calculated in Rickard’s study
with a combination of NUTS2 and NUTS3 values (rectangular symbol), the Theil index at NUTS2
(circle symbol) and NUTS3 (triangle symbol), and AGC calculated at NUTS2 and NUTS3.
Next to the concentration measures, we show the dispersion measures, COV, WCOV, RDGINI,
and SSGINI, calculated at NUTS2 and NUTS3 levels. Estimates and confidence intervals for PR are
dark-colored and plurality are light-colored. Beginning in the first column, we first show strong
support for Rickard’s theory. A country with PR reduces subsidies significantly when economic
interests are geographically concentrated, and, reciprocally, a country with a plurality system
increases manufacturing subsidies as manufacturing employment grows more geographically
concentrated. The nearby columns for concentration (Theil and AGC) show a more mixed story
based on both the direction of the effect and the significance. The marginal effects of the Theil
index (separating NUTS2 from NUTS3) under PR are significantly different from the corresponding
effects under plurality across NUTS2 regions. However, these differences are not statistically
significant, and in the case of the NUTS3 regions, they are in the opposite direction from what
is predicted by the theory. The estimates for PR interacted with concentration at NUTS3 are in the
opposite direction from the theory. The results for AGC under PR are significantly different from
plurality with AGC, but the magnitude of the effect for PR systems is minimal for both NUTS2 and
NUTS3.
16 We plot the symmetrical interaction results, showing how both the PR and Non-PR variables interact with geographic
distribution of manufacturing (Berry, Golder, and Milton 2012).
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The dispersion measures, with the exception of SSGINI, provide a convoluted set of results
with respect to the theory. With COV, WCOV, and RDGINI, the results of the interaction term are
in many cases not significantly different from zero. In the case of plurality systems, the results
are more consistently in the expected direction, at least at the NUTS2 level, but the estimates
are not significantly different between PR and plurality systems (shown in overlapping confidence
intervals) either at the NUTS2 or NUTS3 level. Only in the case of the SSGINI, among the dispersion
measures, do we see results consistent with the theoretical expectations across both the NUTS2and NUTS3-level data. Once we scale the manufacturing employment to the population share of
the region, and the number of regions, as the theory would warrant, we obtain a result in the
SSGINI indicator that is highly supportive of Rickard’s study: subsidy budgets should be higher
under PR and lower under plurality systems when manufacturing is dispersed. These conditional
effects are robust across NUTS2 and NUTS3.
The key takeaway in Figure 4 is that there are considerable differences in marginal effect
estimates across geographic levels and across indicators that likely indicate problems of
measurement, not theory. Among the measures, SSGINI is least susceptible to (atheoretical)
inconsistency driven by a choice of regional units at NUTS2 or NUTS3, in other words a threat to
inference from the scale subproblem of the MAUP. Rickard’s theory is affirmed with this measure,
which is appropriately scaled to the theoretical units in the study. This stability of SSGINI results
from its incorporation of the number of regions and their population share within the measure.

8 Monte Carlo Simulations
To illustrate the relative consistency and stability of SSGINI under different MAUP conditions,
we conduct a Monte Carlo integration using simulations (Openshaw 1984). The intent of this
simulation is to create a function to sort individual-level geo-referenced data to emulate unknown
distributions. This is an important confirmatory methodological analysis to evaluate, using
a foundation of real-world data, whether switching the scale or the number of units has a
meaningful impact on the value obtained (Rey and Janikas 2005).
Our Monte Carlo experiment is constructed to simulate the data generation process of
subnational characteristics. We focus on three common factors of distribution: productivity,
population, and land. We start with individual-level measures, such as a firm, individual, or
parcel of land, that are sorted into a subregion (equivalent to a NUTS3 unit). Because subregions
are hierarchically nested, sorting this individual into a subregion also sorts it into its encasing
larger region (equivalent to NUTS2).17 In our base specification, we simulate this hierarchically
nested sorting process 100 times with a beta distribution of GDP, population, and land size. We
draw samples from the standard beta distribution whose shape is determined by the random
combination of the two shape parameters, α > 0 and β > 0. The beta distribution enables
us to explore a flexible probability density taking α and β , given that we do not assume what
that probability may be and thus its potential distribution. We use a user-defined function that
provides random values for the mean and variance of the probability distribution so that we can
obtain random parts of α and β .18
The results of our simulations are the beta distribution values at random for the two nested
subunits (equivalent to NUTS3 and NUTS2) for simulated nations. For example, for the 100
simulations, if a pair of region counts is 20 for NUTS2 and 35 for NUTS3, then we simulate 20
random values for regional GDP, population, and land area. Simultaneously, we generate 35
random values for regional GDP, population, and land area. Once we have these simulated values,
17 Our algorithm for region counts simulation is detailed in the OA: flowchart (Figure A1), R code (Figure A2), and simulation
results (Figure A3).
18 The procedural explanation for the beta distribution can be found in our OA: algorithm flowchart (Figure A4), R code (Figure
A5), and evaluation (Figure A6).
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Figure 5. The Cross-Unit Differences in Measuring Geographic Distribution.

we calculate our five geographic distribution measures at the two subunit levels and compare the
values across the two levels for each measure. Our expectation is that we should see volatility in
COV, WCOV, RDGINI, and AGC that comes from the aggregation process. We anticipate that SSGINI
will show similar values measured at the two different levels because it incorporates relevant
features into the calculation (i.e., productivity, population, or land share).
As depicted in Figure 5, SSGINI is the most reliable measure in the simulation. We refer to
measurement consistency as the proximity between the NUTS2-level and NUTS3-level value.
Measurement stability is the minimization of the oscillation range between the measures at
NUTS2 and NUTS3. Figure 5(a) compares the average (with scaling in the min–max range) in
values obtained in the distribution measures at NUTS3 (black circles) and the corresponding data
measured at NUTS2 (hollow circles). As expected, projected estimates of regional distribution
fluctuate more across NUTS3 than NUTS2.
The first takeaway from Figure 5 is that the most widely used measure of geographic
distribution, COV, shows the most drastic difference between data measured at NUTS2 and
NUTS3.19 Thus, the choice of unit in COV is highly consequential to the measured value of
the distribution. With the exception of SSGINI, each measure shows a significantly different
value when measured at NUTS3 versus NUTS2. SSGINI’s overlapped data distribution at NUTS2
and NUTS3 indicates that they produce statistically indistinguishable values. Figure 5(a) thus
highlights the consistency of SSGINI relative to commonly used measures in economic geography.
Similarly, Figure 5(b) shows the relative merit of using SSGINI to manage scale and unit numberdriven volatility. The lower the value on the y-axis (representing the differences across units), the
greater the level of stability is expected. SSGINI shows the least fluctuation across NUTS2 and
NUTS3 of the analyzed measures. Thus, the simulation results indicate that SSGINI is the most
consistent and stable aggregate indicator when dealing with differences in scale.
Importantly, as we emphasize in Section 4.2, the difference in value across NUTS2 and NUTS3
may be substantively meaningful. If the researcher has a clear theory to identify the appropriate
unit of analysis at the NUTS2 or NUTS3 region, the scholar may use existing measures at that
level with reasonable confidence. However, when the researcher is not able to make a theoretical
distinction between units, SSGINI offers a more reliable representation of both levels of data.

19 We demonstrate robustness by setting different seeds for random draws (see OA Section 8).
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9 Conclusions and Research Implications
Recent research has made considerable advances in measuring geographic variation within
and across countries. These indicators include calculations of dispersion and concentration
of geographic distribution. However, these works have not been centrally concerned with the
selection of units and the implications for data comparability across units and measurement
reliability across countries. In this article, we have offered advice on how to manage common
research challenges in measuring geographic distribution and delved deeply into the unit question
to offer approaches to avoid idiosyncratic choices that may impact researchers’ results.
We stress, again, that the best way to manage concerns with the measure of geographic
distribution lies in the articulation of a clear theory linking the unit of geography to a particular
characteristic of interest. The best unit to choose is always the most theoretically appropriate unit.
Even where researchers have followed the optimal path outlined in Figure 1, SSGINI can serve as
a useful comparison measure to be sure that the differing number of units across countries is not
increasing instability in one of the traditional measures of geographic distribution.
However, when the unit is unclear or appropriate data are not available, SSGINI should
be considered because it is scalable. SSGINI has a potentially broad application to studies
of economic and political geography, including measuring distributions of people, economic
resources, and political support. Even if we know the best unit and have data for it, SSGINI helps
to mitigate fluctuations that arise from the variation in the number of units across country cases.
We hope that researchers draw from this discussion a need to take seriously the scale of the
geographic unit in their study and to justify the choice of unit on theoretical grounds.
As we see it, potential problems in statistical analysis come in the consistency of the measures,
affecting the magnitude of the results, and the stability of the measures, affecting the direction and
significance of the measures. Figure 5, using simulated data, shows that both the magnitude and
direction of statistical results may be affected by the choice of NUTS2 and NUTS3 data. Figure 3,
using actual data from Denmark and Germany, shows how these differences might bear out. Not
only are the magnitudes different across NUTS2 and NUT3 data on the commonly used existing
measures (COV, WCOV, RDGINI, and AGC), but the slope also differs in many cases. Using Danish
COV or WCOV measures would give different significance levels, and perhaps direction of the effect,
when used on NUTS2 versus the NUTS3 level. Our replication in Figure 4 shows that the choice of a
measure not scaled to theoretical properties of the units could lead to incorrect inferences about
a scholar’s theory. What researchers need to assess is whether this difference is meaningful or
spurious, given their theoretical approach.
We also stress that SSGINI addresses problems of measurement that cannot be managed
with existing statistical methods. Variations in the scale, number of units, and the appropriate
unit of analysis are conceptual and theoretical problems that have statistical implications but
cannot be addressed post hoc in regression analysis. In general, we advise researchers to illustrate
robustness in their empirical analysis. Simply demonstrating that results hold across different
measures and across different units of analysis can go a long way towards assuaging concerns
about the unit problem in research into geographic distribution.
Although attention to geographic distribution is growing in political science, very little guidance
is available for those scholars interested in issues of concept and measurement to guide their
research. While this paper takes on aspects of theory and empirical analysis around the unit
question, much remains to be described in a palatable format for researchers. Future research
could offer a conceptual map of the different distribution measures that we analyzed above. Few
scholars in political science are familiar with these measures, and even fewer are familiar with
their different properties. A simple mapping of these measures, their related concepts, and their
empirical properties would be enormously useful for researchers keen to jump into the subject.
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